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Other things to consider:

We will invoice you excluding equipment, which includes cylinders and weights. If equipment is needed 
we have the latest Scubapro equipment available for rent (see download for pricing and information), 
which would be payable at the diving center on completion of your trip. Single or double tank dives 
are available throughout the day. Double dives are a great option and include water, a DELICIOUS 
sandwich, lollipops, bananas, biscuits, tea and coffee. We also spend 1.5 hrs looking as hard as we 
can for Whale Sharks – a great selling point (complimentary ocean safari on double dives).

If there is a cancellation by the shop due to bad weather and we are unable to fit the remaining dives 
within the days left, a refund will be offered or alternative activities ie, Inhambane/Maxixe tour, quad 
trails, nitrox course etc. Unfortunately, as the space for a client has been pre-arranged, if a client 
chooses not to dive on a particular day, they would lose that specific trips’ activity.  Remaining dives are 
not interchangeable between parties. If sickness is the reason and the remaining dive cannot be fitted 
into the time frame, obviously a refund is given - hangovers excluded! 

We are affiliated with a wide selection of accommodation options, dependent on your budget, and all 
details of these can be found on the following links lodges | self catering so please check them out.  All 
contact details are there, and if you struggle to contact anyone, we can do it for you.

Dive cards and prescriptive dive masks should always be carried in hand luggage.

We would hope that all clients have dived within 6 months of arrival and have advanced certifications 
and above. If open water certified only, no worries, extra courses can be completed at an additional 
cost.
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As an agent we can offer you a 25% discount from the standard price list 
(download below). Also for every 7 paying guests per trip we can include 1 

x guide/client to dive for free.



Tofo truly is an amazing place to dive. Our mission is to make every client fall deeper in love with the 
ocean and diving. Safety is number one on our mission list (followed closely by fun!). Due to possible 
strong currents and negative entries, we generally try to push a check-dive (shallow site) first. This 
prepares everyone nicely for the following days deeper sites, but also, it gives the center an idea of the 
divers comfortability, enabling us to better gauge the service and dive site to the guests needs.

Experience of divers is important to us and, as 
we all know, diving can be fickle sometimes. That 
being said we have a few questions that would 
give us further insight:

• What level diver are you?

• How many dives do you have in total? 

• The date of your last dive?

• Are you familiar with negative entries?

• Could you please provide a brief description 
of how comfortable you are in the water?  
(For example, any ear issues; how comfortable are you 
in the water, on a scale of 1-10; is seasickness an issue 

etc. etc.)

This gives us a better understanding of your needs 
so that we can tailor the best diving experience 
for you. 

We do run Instagram & Facebook pages, where 
you will find daily pictures added, weather 
updates and a general forum for all things 
diving in Tofo… our page names are Instagram 
‘periperidivers’ Facebook ‘periperi.divers’
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